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ABSTRACT

PC*

In recent 'ears, social scientists hove develbp d an .iticreased

interest t 'he procesbcs by which individuals re matdhed.to

jobs. This involves both an exam nation of tIle characteristics

.

of job-seekers that are ewarded,in labor marke s, and an

snalysis of how employers 'evaluate different worker

characteristics when making hiring and promotion decisions. Of

'special? importance to this emerging research has been the role of

educational. credentials. .UnfOrtunately, however, there has been
s A

little effort to investigate specific job matches directly. This

paper .r, eports on

adiroistered to examine job

appropriAte methodological,

but al,f the moreyractidal

the interview instruments that I designed. and

this ind of research.

4

matches. I_discusg not only the

theoretical; and substantive issues,

and logistical issues involved in

f

'1.
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STUDYING JOB MATCHES: METHODOLOGI

AND PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

Sociologists interested in occupational attainment have

recently begun to examine the processes by which people are

matched to jobs (Granovetter, 1974, 1981; Lin et al. 1981;

Sorensen, 1983). This research'renews'a concern ofiginally

A

expressed by labor market economists of t14 forties and fifties

with how workers locate job openings (Reynolds,. 1951; Lester,

1954). It also attempts to go beyond the status attainment

paradigm of the sixties and seventies /(Blau and Duncan, 1967) by

examining the role of social contacts in the labor market.

,Overall, job,matching research seeks to understand the praCtices

adbpted and the information sources utilized(by labor market

participants, typically job seekers.

1

The developing research has' taught us much about how workers

find and secure jobs, but-there has as yet been little effort to

examine job-matches directly by studying workek behavior and

employer behavior together. Largely because the requisite data

to do't.his do not exist, one of three strategies hAs generally

been adopted. The most common pradtice has-been to investigate

how workers with certain characteristics are distributed across

occupations, and to infer from this the matching processes that

put them there. Unfortunately, such inference*,are necessarily

4

.
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indirect, and one largerstep temoved from the actual transactions'

'ithemselVes. Secorid, th6re is-a large literature from both

socicllov (Lin et al., 1981) and economics (McCall, 1970) qn
,k

patterns of job search, but the concerns of these studies have-

*yet to join witch studies of dtnployer behavlirto form a study of

0 jolt/ matching` per see. /Finally, there have been a few studies of
a

.employer behavior (Berg, 1971), but these have usually been

non-systematic and impressionistic, and have 4enerapy tended to

neglect the supply side.

Below, I describe the methodology of I study I aM conducting

that empirically examines job matche's directly by analyiingdata

fromlboth sides of the job match., restrict my attention' ift

this paper to those aspects of job matches that involve

educational credentials and formal schooling. Since substantive

results of the research are.reported'elsewhere (Bills, 1984a;

.

1984b), the goals of this paper are to describe the substahtive

concerns that motivated the research, the research strategy and

design, issues of conceptualization and measurement, and the

methodological and theoretical implications of the study.
a

II. THE THEORETICAL IMPORTANCE OF JOI %MATCHES 7!

Statistical models of occupational attainment pOrmit us to

establish the 'strength and persistence of the empirical

relationship between attainment and a wide range of its

determinants. As social measurement goes, these estimates are

exceptionally precise. Social researchers haveldeveloped an
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_elaWdrate'technology for measuring the effects of variables

representing social background, cognitive and non-cognitive

chardcteristics, and educational at tainment on the .subsequent

achievemeats of individuals. Froth these estimates, Inferen.ces

can be drawn as to how the process ofistratification operates.

The problem with all of this'is that these inferences must
o.

remain indirect and empirically unvefied as long as they are

based on data from the point of, view of job- holders or

job-seekers. That is, occupational attainment not only requires

that an individual possess an adequate assortment of scicial and

technical skills, but also that an employing organization be

willing to acknowledge these resources and make a selection

decision (whether d hiring or a promotion) based upon them.

People not only allocate themselves, into a set of occupational

roles, but they are also allocated to them. Thus, the o

side of "status attainment" ivia, 'employer d sion making. "

J
An ample should make this logic clearer,l, Social

scienti have long debated about why more highly educated

workers, attain better jobs. Sociologists of the
Ai

"technical-function" schoolffcritiqued by Collins, 1979) and
.

..

human capital economists (Mincer, 1974) maintain that schools

k-..

.

teach the scirts o skills'and knowledge that make people more

productive wOrRers. A similar position has been advanced by

those who see" schooling as providing the proper Sorts of sdcial.

or noncognitive dispositions tha't allow people to operate in

hierarchica work setOngs (Bowles and bintis,_1976),. Propon

1
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pf.screening theory (Rtley, 1979), in'coiltrast, ,argue that

employers select more educated employees as a means tcW'sCegp

out" 'undesirable candidates, regardless of whether or nclit thp

educated worker. learned anything useful in'school. Essentially,

schools are held to sort out the_less able. Signalling theory-is

similar to this, and holds that more'potenttlilly.productive.

workers ignal this capacity to employers through their deei 1

to rsue extensive s h g, and that employers respond to 'this

signal. Finally, credentialist theory cpntends that employers

generally'act irrationally by selecting on educational

credentials, since there is no evidence that more highly educated

-workers are any more prOductive than thosq with less schodling

(Berg, 1971). The most extreme form of this position suggests

that not only does school fail to ,augment productive capacity,

but it further fails to sort the able frolethe'less able.

I

Based strictly on the estimates observed in at't'ainment_

models, it is impOssible to say which of these positions is most

empirically accurate.& Since analysts have rarely studied

employer behavior directly, our models simply ao not an

unambiguous adjudibation between these positions (fn 1).

Clea4y, other kinds of data are called for, specifically; data'

from those who are actually making decisions to screen, read

signals, or otherwise evaluate job candidates (fn 2).

Conceptualizing The Job' Match

Job matches'are best conceptualized as special cases of

transactions. The concept of transction was most developed by
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Commons (1950) who undeJrstood them/as the. means .apy hich

-.individuals and qollecttvities

economic resomrcestof ail ki

ibute.abd Allocate social and

f-

is directs our attention to

the implicit pr'expliclt barg1ping attsendnt to.transactions,

and to the social.context in wliich.th'eli,..00cur (Williamson, 1975).
-

. .

The two principle employment transactions are hirings

organiationaNptry) and promotions (i.e., organization

advancement). (Self-employment repkesents a case in which

indiVidual is his or hei own employer.) Other employment

transactions (transfers, lay-offs, demotions, lateral moves, pay

adjustments, f4rings,' retirements, etc.) can be Interpreted for

now as special cases of hirings and promotions.

A job match (or again, an employment transactkon) can be

characterized as the culmination of a decision or a series of,

decisi ns on the part of a job candidate and an appointing

manager within an organizational and institutional structure.
_. 1

These decisions, as Simon's (1976) school of-organizational

.'.

*

theory sugges are based on incomplete information,

differentially iqtributed- power,
,,

and rationality that is bounded

by time and available resources. Some organizational decisions

may-be more implicit than explicit, in that they represent the,

unobElpsive kinds of controls that result from routinized

organizational practices. For example, the "decision" not to

hire high school dropouts may in apartcular case n t beta

k,
conscious decision at all, but rather embedded in the formal

,structure of the organization as a job description. Similarly,

F. 84
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not all decisio9s reached by job candidates or hiring managers

are necessarily conscious
,or

cognitive decisions.
. .

. I

III. STUDY DESIGN

To examine these-sorts of transactions, I interviewed the

post recent appointees to twelve occupational categories in each

of Six organizations', as well as the individual most responsible
*

for making the particular appointmer1. This produced a, sample of

seventy -two job matches. Below I describe a) sampling, and

selection procedures, b) the six organizations, c) the twelve

occupations, and d) issues of the conceptualization and

measurement of those aspects of job matching dealing with

eduetion. Throughout, I emphasie the practical and logistical

probleps of the r search design, as well as the more routine

sorts of methodol ical issues. This is because I believe-the

study should be replicated, and being an exploratoty one to'some

degree, improved vpop.

Sampling and Selection

Each organizat4, as I describe below, was selected to be '

representative of,a broader range of organizations. If none,is

enO.rely "ideal typical" in a strict Weberian sense, all at,leaet

approach being -ideal types in ways that make generaliza.tions frond

them possible. Beopuse of the sensitivity of hiring decisions,

each organization'and each interviewee was promised full

ctfidentiality as a condition of participation. Because of

this, my descriptioh of each organization must be sketchy.

169.

4
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The Six organizations

1) Loop Finance is a,iirge financial institution that

operates in international as well as local markets. The
. 6

organization has numerous systems of 'career advancement,

well-established personnel4Npolicies, and various training
?

programs.

-2) Northside ManufactUrinig has been a fixture in its

community for dedades. A large employer, it was hit especially

4

hard by the economic downturn of the early eighties, an1d seemed

,.
to be slowly pulling out of this during the time we conducted our

.1
__,-

interviews..-The plant, which also houses the firm's corporate. 0 L..
r . .

),';'

headquarterCog employs a diverse workforce, ranging fromlunsklilled
.:,+' ,...,'

.

laborers to highly-skilled employees well-acquainted with state

of the 'art manufacturing and inventory techniques.

.1

3). Exurb Consulting is a suburban-based firm with offices p

throughout the Midwest. It provides engineering and technical

consulting to a varie-ty rf construction, manuacturing, and

public works projects. We interviewed at, both the Chicago

gtiburban offipe, and at corporate headquarters in a small city

some two hours away. The workforce is predominantly

professional, and is, like Loop Finance, strictly non-union.

4) City. Mospital As a large and well -establishqd urban

hospital. While haying a_strongi-eputatlon i .the health

10

r
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industry, itis located in a relatively unattractive part of the
-

ci ty, and this affects its ability to recruit some kinds of

workers..

.5) Lakeside Services is a governmntal agency providing

essential services to a wide geographical area. Like most

public agencies, its sources of revenues-have bebn eroded both by

the recession and by a shifting.tax base. The agency employs- a

diverse workforce, and has drawn-some of its top technical people

from a national pool. Civil Service considerations are crucial
,

to the agency's staffing patterns.

.1c

6) Regional Authority is responsible for an enormous part of

the operations of the 'urban infrastructure. A large employer,

the Authority utilizes a newly-designed and instituted Career

Service system as opposed to the more traditional Civil Service

system.

The Tlweive Occupations

, To gain an unde standing of how selection and alloiation

operated throughout 1the hierarchies of these six organIzations,.I

wanted' each to be represented by, a broad assortment of

occupations. To achieve this, I selected the following twelve m

occupational categories in each organization:

1),middle management

2) lower management.

3) scientifi and technical" staff

.1
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'' 5) acAuntanfo - *

L, 4

6),executive'secretaries

li 7) secretaries

8rcrafts workers

\9) sales staff

1

10) skilled operatives
A

11) semi-skilled operatives'

12)- unskilled workers or laborers

0

This list was based with some modifications .on Hallak and

Caillods' 1980) study of Panamni4n employers (fn 3). Halak

and Caillods interviewed employing managers' in a range of ''

Panamanian firms about their hiring criteria for man these

occupations. They did not complete ,the-match by interviewing

workers, yet their study provided considerable guidance fOr the
. 1

demand side of my, study.

4
M

No a priori classification of occupations will correspond

precisely .with those used by actual organizations. We reconciled

the categories used b/the six orgemizations with my categories

through consultation,'often 'quite,extensive, with personnel or

employment-officer6 in each organization. In some cases, as in

NorthsideNanufacturing, this was very straightforward. Other

cases involved more efforts For the most, parthowemer,Ithe job

titles we obtained correspond quite cloSely to those used in

'convelht.ional bccuPationzil classification schemes.

,

4 '



_ A sample of job matched is .simultaneously a'sampld of

successful job candidates. That is, the study design excludes
..

.-,
t

p
those rejected for positions, either by failing to piss the

. .

initial' screens. or by losing in the latter stages of job'

-dofipetition (fh 4). 'Thus, we have to some degree selected on the

dependent variable of occupationil attainment. We mitigated this
-

Problem as much as possible/by asking appointing managers to

compare the successell appointee with other candidates, and to --

indicate in some detail what made this candidate the best

available choice. A subsequent study of candidatew'who failecitt o

mace the grkde Would be of considerable interest. Still, while
%

we did not intervi rejected candidates, we did construct the
. _ Y

interviews so th e knbw something about them.
"

IV. Conceptuahzation.ind-Measurement

Since there was not a methodolo iCal literature to draw upon

in many cases, many ofpthe intervie questions asked of

appointees and hiring managers we desig e especially for this

study. Again, in this paper I l' my at ention to the role of

educational credentials in job assignment (fn 5), and I take no

effort here to preseI substantive findings except to illustrate

methodologidal points. Most 41 the questions pertaining to

education asked of.employees(i.e., the supply side) had

counterparts on the employer (or demand) side. Taktn by

them elves, an analysis of the responses, to either the job

candidate -4ueepons or the-employer questions would permit,an

examination of either search.or qmployer.decisiom making.
1 ^"A
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Taken together, they permit a study of job matching. I sought.

information in four broad areas: the role of edticational choice;

the effects of schools; overeducation; and education as a-hiring

factor.

k
The role of educational choice

As explained above, there are many theories that infer how

employers evaluate-educational credentials. To a lesser but

still important-degree,these theories also attempt to explain

why individuals make decisions on li8w much schooling to attain.

Economic theories in particular assume that labor market

- participants act rationally, at least within the confines of the,

in,formation available __to them, which would suggest that job

seekers pursue schooling to the extent that they believe that

profit-maximizing employers value it.

Surprisingly, we know very little about why individuals make

the educational decisions that the /do. This is in spite, of the

clear importance of such decisions. 'Manski and Wise's valuable

study, College Choice in America, for instance, found that

"individual application decisions are much more important than

collegeadmissions decisions in the determination of attendance.,

elf- selection is the major determinant of, attendance" (1983:4).

Still, Manski and Wise did not have the 'data to enable them to

determine the reasoning behiild these individualdecisions, but,

instead inferred such reasoning by examining the differences

be, een attendeq ond non-attenders..

41k
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To more fully explore the supply sicN of the job match, we

asked appointees'why they had chosen the amount and ,type of

education that they had. We offer0 the following options to

this question:

Which of the'folloWing helped you decide on the amount and

type of education you would get? Yoa...

a. liked school

up*

b. needed the education to get/a good job

c. were preparing yourself for a specific kind of work

d. went to school because there was no work available

quit schoopecausb you needed money

f. quit school ecause you were bored with school

g. quit school because you had bad grades

h. quit school because of family responsibilities

Generally, we were trying to determine here if,individuals

really do "invest" in ,themselves primarily for economic purposes,

or if other factOrs are involved. Options b and c reflect

economic factors. Other factors were ikrinsic (i.e., "liked

schoollOt, while others represented constraints on a, candidate's

'educational attainment (d-h). Since many respondents had

multiple reasons for their educational decisions, we asked Which

of these fctors was the' most importiint to the individual. To

more fully_examine the economic basis of educational delsions,

we also asked appointees i -f they would have selected a diffeient

amount or type of sobboling had.they, been preparitg for the
1

N .,.1.:41.;=... '.
.,,

, ,' ,*.J...:; . '.;,..- ;.-.. `,,!. -,1,.., ''''

)'''

5
....-,..:, ,

4,
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speCific posit-ots they now hold. ThIls while my study does not

have the coverage of Manski and Wise's-study, it permits a richer

and.more detailed appraisal of the ways in which, labor market

participants gather and evaluate information.

What do schoos'do?

A major. dtfference between technical-function theories on

the one*ISnd and allocation (i.e., screening, 16ign'alling-, or

credentialist) theo;.Te6-nnithe other involves,the degree to which

schools "do" something to .the people passing through them. This

concerns Wh'etherschOoling provides people with socialization and

0training, or whetheic,a merely labels and allocates them .

(Kerckhoff, 1976; Kamens, 1981). We therefore asked appointtees

if they use any knowledge or skills that they learned in school

on the job and to describe what sorts of-knowledge or skills

they mean. While we presented the latter part of this question .

in an Open-end4d manner, cur aim was to determine if 'people

believed that their schooling enhanced specific technical skills,

or if it developed/More general orientations and dispositions4

:0 whether cognitive or non-cognitive problem solving

ability, more open attitudes, etc.). Coding this variable in

these terms proved quite straightforward, although some

fespondenfts observed that schooling emhanced bothsgeneral and
( -

specific skills. Substantively,' of course, we wanted to know.il

these perceptions varied throughout the occupational hierarchy.

We also asked the broader question; "In general, in yoUr

opinionv in what way or ways does schooling affect a wprker's

* ".w14ir 1 k
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performance on the job?" This _was also asked of employers. The

question was'open-ended, and we coded the responses into

'categories suggested by the data themselves. This resulted in

the. following set of categories:

01. basic skills; general know-1.04e

X02. discipline

03. "poise"; manners; professional behavior
A

04. work habits

05. ability to communicate
. A

06. broad/Open attitudes or dispositions

07. perseverence; industriousness; finishing a project

08. .necessary credential

09. problem solving methods

10. specific .technicallekills

11. theoretical as opposed to-practical learning

12. negative effects in terms of personality or

interpersonal'relations

13. other negative effects

14. no ,effect

%
15. don't know; can't answer

1

Obviously, this is a broad and somewhat disRarate list! The
1

fact that these categories are derived from open -ended responses,

however, indicates that this diversity more accurately reflects

hoW labor market informition is pOrceived and processed than do

theories focusing.on only one or two:factors.
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The corresponding steps on the 'employer side were to ask

each appointing manager if he or she believed that the candidate

uses skills on the jleb-that were learned in school, And if these

skills could h been learned somewhere else. Since we know
.

that drore educated job candidates tend to get ahead, the point of

these questions was to determine. just what it is employers think

they are getting when they hire individuals with ,more schooling'

than other candidates. Again, this is a question that'has been

routinely unexamined in the literature. We can thus examine why

employe(s select on educational credentials, ands, what kinds (if

any) of connections they make between the content of formal
40

schooling and effective job performance.

4

Overeducation

' An important featqre of the debate on the matching of

educational credentials to positions is whether job candidates

can be educationally overcitialified as well as underqualified for,_

positions (Clogg and Shocky, 1984). Proponents of the

overeducation thesis argue that many American wokkews are
4 f4

'ox

schooled to levels well beyond those required for satisfactory'

r

performance in their jobs, producing both lessened productivity

and greater job dissiti.sfaction.

The overeducation issue is typically examined from the

employer's perspective, with observers asking why employers'

persist in irrationally.lielecting.employees on.thebasisof

. ..

educational backgr04004v;:010'00ence 4:-.4Any,eyydente-that more
1i -ir ,,,, 1 .4,:.,41 t,I,7;

4'PA.0 4TU A4we

-P; -..
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educated workers are any more productive than the

One can identify a supply side dimension as well,

less schooled.
4

which asks if

job candidates see themselves ad overqualified for positions.

'Presumably such perceptions would strqcture how they approach

their job search activities.

To address.thii issue, we-asked employees a pair of

questions on the extent to which they believed that their

education,made thorn underqualified or overqualified for jobs that

they might want. We also asked them to explain their reasoning

behind their judgements.. The questions were:

/
Do you feel ,that the amount and type' of education that you

have is an important limit to your chances of getting a better

job here or eldewhere?

Do you feel that .there .are any jobs that you might wwit for

which you have too much education?

Q

Of particular relevance t

4111.hoWever, is the question of wh'a
X

the ove4ducation thesis,

employets deem_ mismatches

between schooling and selection. ,We therefore put the following

set of questions to employers:

If (this candidate) had less education than hd/she does,

would you still have appointed him/her to this position?

lit yet), hoW eaucatioh Would you be willing td

d

,1



A

/ accept?

If (this cjididate) had more education than 1-\,/she does,

would yOu still'have appointed him/her to this positton?

4

(If ;es), how much education would you be willi4g to accept?
.

Coding these qortsji,f variables was more difficult than it
#A

might initially appeaK. For example, some employer§

(particularly those in the-public organizatioips) had little

discretion to raise or lower educational criteria that wire

specified in job desciiptions. While they were often allowed

some leeway in "tkading off" educational, credentials for

relevant work experience, their decisions- wei much more

constrainedthan those of some other hiring,fitanagers.
,

Further, guestione about educational ceilings or floors noors i

the specific appointment were of little relevance when the

I

employer had already reported that the candidate's schoellinhad\

no been a factor in the hiring or, Promotion decision. This, .

situation differed from those,in which the employer reported that . 1..k,,

.the+candidate's education did matter, but that
,

there was still no \
i ,x

lower or upper limit. We also found a large number , of managers

N.

who qualified their answers in some way, leading us to inclu4e a

category for "it depends." Thekt i the educational ceilings or

floors that employers construct for ring.decisions are often

flexible, dependingpn circumstances of the appointment and

other character4osti:MA''*;the:APplicant.

4r-,0
42,
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c.

Education as a hiring factor

we asked both parties to the employment transaction

a detailed series of questions regarding the importance of the

candidate's educational background as a factor in the particular

hiring or'promotion decision. (This was nested in a broader

question designed to examine the role of all possible factors in

the appointment.) We asked not only about the role of the

candidate's length of schooling,,but alsp about .the particular

institution that -the candidate attended, the type of training )

/ J

received, and any other featu're-s of the schooling-experienCe that \/

might 'have been pertinent. Unlil many of the' devious - '-/ <---------X---4

1
lk

questions, these questions pertained to tteispecificijob match,
. I .ii ' a

rather than to the general orientationof job candi ats and

hiring managers. .Codinc could be handled quite sim On a

scale from "very important" t.c? "not, at all important. " The

importance of this approach, a#01 , is that it gets us beyond the ,

need to infer the role of educational credentials from the

distribut.lon of individuals cupational hierarchies,
- .

TheoreticA implicatiohs and Reseh Application'
,)

', -Adducing the logic that peo le get aheid'Ot striltly'onhe'

basis of their own efforts and me but also by, being selected

by organizational decisio& mars, the research described above
0./

opens upea eine Of inquiry on the role,of schooling in social'

stratification that has not' been adequately examined in the

liteehture. Bc kntOr&eting'attalnment as 'he' culmination of a
F 3,41

104;1 +Zi.t

4

,
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set of contingent organizational decisions, such research can

-help unravel the complexities and-ambiguities that underlie the

parameters of models of attainmet.. Thus, this sort of research
.

can lead to' important knowledge of the determinants of inequality

in the labor force.

An underl ing assumption of this research program is that a

fundeimental b sis of social stratification lies in the stru tut4
A I ,.

and p?",c0s of Fompitex organizations. This points to the
,

eed to
,

develop ,a richer_theorel.ical framework of litoovX'op4anizations v..

. .
1 4 / '14. ,

. r
structurt p gcses of strati,fiCation (Baru°, 1984; Posspbaum,

\

1984) acid or orgarlizations make decisiops. Such theoretical
.

,
.

I

4 /
work is 67e yet, for the most part the empiridal-

,

(

nalyses,flowii:14 from this work have simply adopted th4

tablished measurement procedure of status attainment research

(fn 6). If wecare4to adequ4tely shil_t, the focusifrpm the supply

side ,to tb.e..demand side (and hence, to-the job match 1, we must

also leveloptthe mgthodologiical tichnology appropriate to these
4/1

guhptions. Such technology mmst. be based to an increasing degree

on organizational theory. :

Pprth4r study of" jot metcbing will also require more
eeliance

on \the sociology of educata. This is pArticularly

evident in the area of educational choice. If stratification

theory can be faulted for, not directly investig$ting employers',,,

perceptions of job candidates aid their motivations iff.r thei
fo.

J

NIP

a.

choices*, s9.-/can eaucattctl researcheri be feulted fpr negle ing
y.

'the reattoning behind educational decisions. Manaki and Wise
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(1983) is an importhnt contribution, but duffers the same

weaknesses as stratification research in that it eventually must

infer what needs to be examined directly.
r

As mentioned above, in this paper I o 'nly discuss those

aspeots of .the job match that pertain to schooling. The full

study also considers those issues listed in foo(note 5. These

issues are at 1

4
further studies, of matching should continue to develop this

complex as those reported on andand

range of concerns.

U
,

`IV 4( $

t.

)

F illy, we can point to the usual sort ot recommendations

expand "die range of-occupations and organizations to which the

'interviews are Applied, and to develop larger And more varied

samples. This isvyurelv true, but at the same time it would be a'

mAtak\*to get prematurely locked into a rigid set of operational.
-

' definitions and,measurettnt pTocedures. 'While the techniques

reported here are cbnceptually and empir cally grounded, the

state of the art is sti11 such that con derable work needs toobe

done before our "job marching" measurements have reached the

level of sophisticatton of our status at?ainment.measurements.

4.

/ 23
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FOOTNOTES

41
cD

1. Sve Riley (1979) for an interesting effort to use data

from employers to evaluate the screening position.

0

drawn

2. I use the term "job candidates" rather than "job applicants"

or' 'job seekers" because many of our respondents who had been

hired or promoted into positions' reported that they had,not

4actively sought these positions. In this sense, even "job .

candidates" imPlies a more act-f4 employee role than is sometimes

.the case.

1

3. Hallak and Caillods' classification is not entirely clear.

one point they list ten categories (180:145), and at another

At

only nine (1980:146-147). Elsewhere (Bills, 1985), I explain'my

modifications of Hallak and Caillods'icategorization.

4. It also excludes
11

first place, either

those who were dissuaded from applying in the

because of a self- perception of being

inadequately qualified or because of a lack of knowledge of the

job opening.
IP

5. Elsewhere (Bills, 1985), I provide a parallel.) discussion of

the conceptualization and heasurement of,four other principal

features of the job match:

1) How the job candidate learned of and chose the job versus



-t_

candidate;

A

24

2),The appointee's use and perception of the efficacy of

various methods of job search (including the degree to which he

or she continues to search) versus the employer's methods of

searching for workers (i.e., recruiting), including the

distinction between the internal and external labor supply;

3) How jOb candiUates gather and evaluate labor market

information versus how employers gather and evaluate labor market

information;

4) The wotker's appraisal of the importance of various

hiring criteria in this appointment versus the employer's
/)

perception of their importance ( cluding the construction of-
.

screens, the appointment process, and the establishnibnt by the-

organization of various hiring standards).

6. Researchers exploring the strength of interpersofial ties in

the labor market (Lin et al., 1981; Granovetter, 1974) have, of

course; beeenideveloping innovative measurement-procedures based

on network theory. s

1
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